Abstract. Sperner lemma type theorems are proved for nonoriented primoids and pseudomanifolds. A rank function of a primoid is defined. Applications of these theorems to the geometric simplex are given. Also KnasterKuratowski-Mazurkiewicz type theorems on covering of the geometric simplex are presented.
Introduction
One of the fundamental theorems in nonlinear analysis is the Sperner lemma ( [19] , [5] ). It has been applied to prove the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem on covering of the geometric simplex ( [13] , [20] ) and the Brouwer fixed point theorem ( [4] ). Extensions of the Sperner lemma were presented by Fan ([6] - [8] ) for n-pseudomanifolds, by Shapley ([18] ) for multivalued labellings and by Bapat ([2] , [3] ) for oriented primoids and n coverings. Dual theorems to the Sperner lemma are the Alexandroff and Pasynkoff theorem ( [1] , see also [20] ) and the Ichiishi theorem ( [10] ). In this paper we generalize many of these theorems and derive new results on coverings of the geometric simplex.
Preliminaries
By N, R we denote the set of natural numbers and reals, respectively. Let n ∈ N and V be a finite set of the cardinality at least n + 1. P(V ) is the family of all subsets of V and P n (V ) is the family of all subsets of V of the cardinality n + 1. An element of P n (V ) is called n-simplex over the set V . Let C be a nonempty family of n-simplexes over V . We call C an n-complex over the set V .
Let 
Primoids
Let U be a finite set of the cardinality at least n + 1. An n-primoid L U n over U is a nonempty family of n-simplexes over U fulfilling the following condition: for every n-simplex T ∈ L U n and for any u ∈ U there exists exactly one u ∈ T such that an n-simplex T \ {u } ∪ {u} ∈ L U n . n-simplexes belonging to L U n are called complete. For brevity we write
The n-primoid L n can be also defined by the family of n-simplexes over U such that every (n + 1)-simplex over U contains either none or two n-simplexes belonging to the n-primoid L n .
Theorem 3.2. Let U and U be finite sets, let L n be an n-primoid over U and let g: U → U be an onto function. Then a family L(L n , g) = {{u 0 , . . . , u n } ⊂ U : g({u 0 , . . . , u n }) ∈ L n } is nonempty and it is an n-primoid over U .
) and u ∈ U . Notice, that |g(T )| = |T | and the function g is one-to-one on T . By the definition of the n-primoid, for g(T ) ∈ L n and the element g(u) ∈ U there is exactly one 
Proof. From Theorem 3.2 and Example 3.1 we have
Proof. Take any {u 0 , . . . , u n } ∈ L k n and any u ∈ U . Without loss of generality we assume that π is the identity permutation. If there exists such 
. . , u n }} is not empty, then it is an n-primoid over U . Example 3.7. Let A = {a 0 , . . . , a n } ⊂ R n be a set of affinely independent points. Let m A = a∈A a/|A|. We say that a function π:
A family D is said to be π-balanced if |D| = |A|, m A ∈ co {π(D)} and π is in the general position. The set of all π-balanced families is an n-primoid over
we denote it by L π n . This follows from Theorem 3.2 and
Rank function
Let L n be an n-primoid over a set U (|U | ≥ n + 1). A function ρ:
is the minimal number such that there exists a set {u 1 , . . . , u k } ⊂ U and the set A∪{u 1 , . . . , u k } contains a complete n-simplex.
The rank function of L n has the following
Proof. Properties (a)-(c) follow directly from the definition of the n-pri-
Observe that a function defined by:
Observe that the spanned set by a set A is defined:
sp Ln is in the sense of the n-primoid L n .
Proof. The property (a) is obvious. (b) Observe that ρ(A) ≤ ρ(sp A) because of (a) and ρ(A) ≤ ρ(B) for A ⊂ B. On the other hand ρ(A) ≥ ρ(sp A), because sp A is the intersection of the sets of the rank ρ(A).
(c) The only maximal set with the rank ρ(A) = n + 1 is U .
Main theorem
Let n ∈ N and C be a nonempty finite family of n-simplexes of a set V . Let L n be an n-primoid over the set U and let x ∈ U be a fixed element. Let l: V → U be a fixed labelling function.
A simplex S ∈ C is called completely labelled simplex
A completely labelled simplex S ∈ C is adjacent by a primal pivot to xlabelled pair (S , v ) if and only if S = S (S ∈ C, v ∈ S ).
Two different x-labelled pairs (S, v) and (S , v ) (S, S ∈ C, v ∈ S, v ∈ S ) are adjacent by a primal pivot if and only if S = S . Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 5.1.
Case of the pseudomanifold
An n-dimensional pseudomanifold (or n-pseudomanifold ) is a finite family C of n-simplexes over the set V having the following property: every (n − 1)-simplex over V is a subset of at most two n-simplexes of C. An (n−1)-simplex S over the set V , which is a subset of exactly one element of an n-pseudomanifold C is called a boundary (n − 1)-simplex of C. Let L n be an n-primoid over the set U . For x ∈ U , S ∈ C and v ∈ S an x-labelled pair (S, v) is a boundary x-labelled pair if S \ {v} is a boundary simplex of C. Proof. Take an x-l. pair (S, v) (S ∈ C, v ∈ S) which is not a boundary x-labelled pair. S \ {v} is not a boundary simplex of C. Because C is the pseudomanifold, then there is exactly one S ∈ C and exactly one v ∈ S such that S \ {v} = S \ {v }. Notice that the pair (S , v ) is also the x-l. pair which is not a boundary x-labelled pair. Hence x-l. pairs which are not boundary x-labelled pairs have no influence on the number of x-l. pairs modulo 2. Thus Theorem 6.1 follows from Theorem 5.2.
From Theorem 6.1 we have:
Corollary 6.2. (a) For V = U and l is the identity function we get a special case of Todd
's Theorem 5.3 ([21]). (b) For L n = L(L N n ,
g) we get Gould and Tolle's Theorem 5.2.5 ([9]). (c) For
we get Lovász's Theorem ( [16] , see also Kryński [14] 
Case of the geometric simplex
Let {d 0 , . . . , d n } be a fixed set of affinely independent vectors in R n . For
Tr be a triangulation of ∆ N . For every simplex δ in Tr let V (δ) denote the set of its vertices and V = V (Tr). The family C = {V (δ) : δ ∈ Tr} is a pseudomanifold. Let L n be an n-primoid over the set U . Let l: V → U be a labelling function. We say that l satisfies a ρ-boundary condition if: 
. So defined triangulation of ∆ N we denote by Tr. We define a labelling l as an extension of l on V ( Tr) by
We proof that in this new triangulation Tr of ∆ N and the labelling l there is no new c.l. simplexes. For a simplex δ ∈ Tr \ Tr, let is taken mod (n + 1) ). Because the labelling l satisfies the ρ-boundary condition we have ρ({ l(w i ) :
and thus S is not a c.l. simplex. Obviously l also satisfies the ρ-boundary condition. By Theorem 6.1, for a fixed x ∈ U the number of c.l. simplexes is equal to the number of the boundary x-l. pairs modulo 2. Now observe that there is exactly one boundary
where v ∈ ri ∆ N and (S, v) is boundary x-labelled pair.
We say that l satisfies an sp -boundary condition for {u 0 , . . . , u n } ∈ L n if: From Theorem 7.2 we have: 
Proof. By the sp -boundary condition
l(V ∩ ∆ M ) ⊂ sp {l(d j ) : j ∈ M } for any M ⊂ N . From Properties 4.1(c) we have ρ(l(V ∩ ∆ M )) ≤ ρ(sp {l(d j ) : j ∈ M }) for any M ⊂ N . On the other hand l(d j ) ∈ l(V ∩ ∆ M ) for j ∈ M so {l(d j ) : j ∈ M } ⊂ l(V ∩ ∆ M ) and ρ({l(d j ) : j ∈ M }) ≤ ρ({l(d j ) ∈ l(V ∩ ∆ M )}). By Property 4.2(b) ρ(sp {l(d j ) : j ∈ M }) = ρ({l(d j ) : j ∈ M }) = |M |. Hence ρ(l(V ∩ ∆ M ) = ρ({l(d j ) : j ∈ M }) = |M | for M ⊂ NCorollary 7.3. (a) For L n = L N n we get Sperner's Lemma ([19]). (b) For L n = L M d n we get Lovász's Corollary ([16], see also Kryński [14]). (c) For L n = LM ⊂ N , if v ∈ V ∩ ∆ M , then l(v) ∈ af {d i : i ∈ M }. Let b ∈ ri ∆ N be a
point which is not a convex combination of fewer than n + 1 elements of l(V ). Then the number of b-balanced simplexes is odd. In particular there is at least one
Therefore our theorem follows from Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.5. Let L n be an n-primoid over a set U and F = {C u : u ∈ U } be a family of closed sets such that F is the KKM covering for some {u 0 , . . . , u n } ∈ L n . Then there exist an element {w 0 , . . . , w n } ∈ L n and a point z ∈ ∆ N such that z ∈ n i=0 C wi .
Proof. Let Tr k (k ∈ N) be a sequence of a triangulations of ∆ N with the mesh tending to zero, when k tends to infinity. We define a labelling l k of the vertices of Tr k k ∈ N in the following way:
covering for {u 0 , . . . , u n }, then the labelling l k is well defined and it satisfies the sp -boundary condition for {l
. Because the mesh of Tr k tends to zero, there exist z ∈ ∆ N and a subsequence of v k i which converges to z for each i ∈ N . Since C u is a closed set for u ∈ U , then z ∈ C l k 0 (v k i ) for i ∈ N and the proof is complete. From Theorem 7.5 we have: We say that l satisfies a dual sp -boundary condition for {u 0 , . . . , u n } ∈ L n if: 
This means S is not completely labelled. Notice, that l fulfills the ρ-boundary condition and by Theorem 7.1 we get our theorem.
For a fixed element {u 0 , . . . , u n } of an n-primoid L n over a set U a family of closed sets {C u : u ∈ U } is the dual KKM covering ( [10] ) if:
Theorem 7.9. Let L n be an n-primoid over a set U and F = {C u : u ∈ U } be a family of closed sets such that F is the dual KKM covering for {u 0 , .
Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.5. Theorem 7.8 is used instead of Theorem 7.2. Proof. It is analogous to proof of Theorem 7.8 and follows from Theorem 7.1. N is a point which is not a convex combination of fewer than n + 1 elements of l(V ) is essential. However omitting this condition we may still prove that there exists at least one b-balanced simplex (not necessarily the odd number of such simplexes). To prove this we take a sequence of points b k , which converges to the point b and b k is not a convex combination of fewer that n + 1 elements of l(V ) for any k ∈ N. Therefore in our Theorems 7.7, 7.11 and Theorems 7.5, 7.9 applied to the n-primoid L b n the condition: b ∈ ri ∆ N is a point which is not a convex combination of fewer than n + 1 elements of l(V ) can be omitted. Hence we get the Ichiishi and Idzik Theorem 1.2 in [11] and a special case of the van der Laan, Talman and Yang Theorem 3.1 in [15] (formulated for the simplex).
